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 instrument is now ready to download this track has been made with NI VST, its ready to download
*************************** The latest version of the maverick 14.6 kontakt instrument is now released: MAVERICK
14.6 Kontakt instrument is now available! MAVERICK 14.6 Kontakt instrument is a free instrument for Kontakt and Native
Instruments. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION : MAVERICK is a free NI Kontakt instrument, built to be used in all synthesis
and editing software (m4l, kontakt,....) without any restriction. The instrument can do all kinds of synth partials, lead, pads,

plucks, FX, flangers, mars, voc, ambient, vox, etc. MAVERICK is based on a low poly user interface with powerful features.
MAVERICK is a lot of work and has been made for sound designers who want to be able to quickly and easily create any kind
of synth or add synth sounds to their tracks. The instrument is made with a focus on simplicity and intuitive workflow. The user

interface has been built to maximize workflow with a powerful trackable looper, an intuitive inspector panel and key
information at your fingertips. The main sound engine is the AGX compressor, which provides powerful distortion and high

quality overall sound. The whole engine has been built for sound designers who want to make the best possible sound, no matter
what they are working on. Many sound designers will also want to use the provided vintage overdrive/distortion effects, or other
useful effects and the instrument is built for that. MAVERICK is a simple instrument but if you really want a powerful sound
engine you will not find a better one. You can also export your partials to the midi standard or create your own custom midi
tracks to use them in all software. The maverick instrument comes with preset of choice and also with the ‘soundgenerator’

presets, that will be an instant download. All presets and loaded presets will be automatically loaded and the new instrument also
comes with a nice clean GUI user interface. MAVERICK is built on a modular basis. You 82157476af
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